
Things easi ly forgotten

Now that you have had a chance to look at the archive which the

scrapbook contains and, hopeful ly, create your own notes,

observations and questions, I wi l l share with you the perspective I

have taken with this source material . When I started to look at this

book with a defined purpose, as I have already said, what I began to

see became ever more fascinating. This resource throws up so many

chal lenges and questions it is l ike a game of chess, a Times cryptic

crossword and a Soduku puzzle al l bundled together and then

presented without any rules on how to play the game.

What makes the game so fascinating is the possibi l i ty, however

remote, that we could identify the person who put this scrapbook

together. This is a Who Dunnit puzzle to chal lenge our ski l ls as

history detectives. Along the way, we also get the opportunity to

look at and consider the culture of pubs in the 1950s. This was a

time when things were changing in our cultural landscape. We sti l l

put pennies into phone boxes after we had queued for our turn, a

fami ly in the street who owned a television was seen as posh or ‘up

themselves’ . Car ownership was sti l l for the few and hol idays abroad

meant you were ‘rich’ . Wages were mostly paid weekly and came in

brown envelopes containing cash. Black human beings were

described, at best, as ‘coloured’ and no general understanding of

this being prejudicia l was understood. We bel ieved we had won the

Second World War and remained a global power and everyone sti l l

knew, but then only whispered, that God was an Engl ishman.

The cinema was the main media entertainment and source of news.

A trip to the ‘pictures’ was a weekly event for most people and more

cinema tickets were sold every week than there were people in the

population. The telephone exchanges sti l l carried local names and

four-digit numbers to locate a domestic phone; ours was

Si lverthorne 4395. Sundays were the lord’s day and al l the shops

were closed. You could walk down any high street and practical ly no-

one was there. In those main roads and shopping centres you might

just have a Chinese restaurant, if there were hens' teeth lying

around you might have an Indian restaurant but otherwise Lyons

Corner House and Wimpy ruled.
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Here in 2019, it is easy for us to forget just how different that world

was. For many people al ive now, they have no memory of these

times or what they were l ike. This is not so much a world forgotten

as a world never known. Today, as foreseen by Marshal l McLuhan in

the 1960s, redundancy is not more than six years behind us. I f you

own an Apple device of any sort, anything more than four years old

is considered obsolete and anything over six years old is quaintly

termed ‘ legacy’.

In the 1950s an antique was something a hundred years old or more,

today an antique is a pair of Nike trainers designed thirty years ago.

This is the cross-cultural chal lenge we are looking at, the chal lenge

of a culture of another time. A time when everything was different

except the fact you were born, you l ived and you died. Our chal lenge

is to be able to see in the pages of the scrapbook something of the

l ife and times of the col lector.

This is not an easy chal lenge for you as an historian. We always

have the problem of looking at past histories through the lens of our

own time and trying to grasp and understand what it real ly meant to

be al ive in those days. Added to this is the level of complexity

presented by cross-cultural understanding. This is no mean feat for

any historian, professional or otherwise. Cross-cultural studies are

recognised as the most difficult of comprehensions to be successful

in. Some even bel ieve that a cross-cultural study is impossible to

pul l off, for example, there is a wel l known debate about whether

white historians should write black history.

When we are looking at the materials in the archive, we need to be

aware that this is not just Britain in the past, this is not just old

technology but Britain as a different culture of identity, social

landscape and time.
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Those times were just before the attempt to merge and amalgamate

breweries into giant corporate entities producing standardised

industria l ly produced ‘beers’ . These were the last moments of a

cultural history of pubs and brewing that could be traced right back

into the depths of the nineteenth century. Viewing the pictures in the

scrapbook is almost l ike looking at old fi lm footage of communities

before the Second World War. We, the viewers, know what is coming

but those in the pictures and the col lector as wel l do not understand

just how much their world of pubs and breweries is about to change.

The chal lenge which produced CAMRA was yet to unfold and in

many ways, the images in this scrapbook are of a world which the

Campaign for Real Ale was trying to preserve. The chal lenge was not

just about beer but heritage and memories.

The response to this chal lenge is not an academic paper or thesis,

there are no conclusions other than those we can al l agree are

proven. There is no method of approach which is the only method.

This is about enjoying the chal lenge and sharing the discoveries. We

are al l together in this as we open the first page and start to look at

the archive.
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